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Subject Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #10  
Date and Time June 23, 2021 | 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Location Online via Zoom  
Recording https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6XSd0IhmHg    

EQUITY AND MOBILITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Attendees Organization 
Abe Moland Clackamas County Health and Transportation  
Amanda Garcia-Snell Washington County Community Engagement 
Bill Baumann Community in Motion 
Dwight Brashear SMART  
Eduardo Ramos At-large member 
Fabian Hidalgo Guerrero Causa 
Germaine Flentroy Beyond Black/Play, Grow, Learn 
Ismael Armenta At-large member; Oregon Walks 
James Paulson WorkSystems Inc Board 
John Gardner TriMet  
Kari Schlosshauer At-large member; Safe Routes Partnership 
Michael Espinoza Portland Bureau of Transportation  
Park Woodworth Ride Connection  
Philip Wu Oregon Environmental Council 
Sharon Smith Oregon Transportation Commission 

Absent: Diana Avalos Leos – League of United Latin American Citizens; Latino Youth Conference 

PROJECT TEAM 
Name Meeting Role Name Meeting Role 
Anne Pressentin Breakout room 

facilitator  
Chris Lepe Facilitator 

Emily Benoit Breakout room notes Emily Wolff Breakout room 
notes 

Garet Prior Project team Hannah Williams Breakout room 
facilitator 

Heather Wills Project team Jennifer Rabby Project team 
Joy Agbugba Committee intern Mat Dolata Project team 
Nick Fazio Zoom host Nicole McDermott Breakout room 

facilitator 
Sam Roberts Breakout room notes Scott Bucklin Zoom host 
Spiro Pappas Meeting notes Stephanie Sprague Project team 
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WELCOME  
Meeting facilitator, Chris Lepe, welcomed the committee members, introduced himself, and 
opened the meeting with a centering exercise, followed by a moment of silence for Chef Michael 
Stanton. Chris reiterated the importance of the EMAC’s work, reviewed the Working Together 
Agreements, and provided an overview of the meeting purpose - to review and discuss policy 
and strategy options, and key questions on the study of potential impacts related to 
neighborhood health and safety. Chris provided an overview of the agenda and noted that the 
breakout room discussions will be followed by a recap to highlight key discussion points from 
each breakout room.  

SETTING THE TABLE 
Chris provided an overview of the EMAC Game Plan to reorient committee members to the 
process for developing recommendations to the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC). 
Previous meetings were focused on transit and multimodal. The focus is now on neighborhood 
health and safety. The committee will then discuss affordability and transportation at the 
August and September meetings and present recommendations to the OTC in November.  

Garet Prior, project team, introduced background content intended to help “set the table” and 
prepare the EMAC for the breakout room discussions. First, he described ODOT’s commitment 
to neighborhood health and safety investments that will be included in strategies, policies, and 
performance measures. Garet introduced the three documents that were provided with the 
meeting packet:  

1. Tolling, Neighborhood Health and Safety: Research 

2. Tolling, Neighborhood Health and Safety: Policy & Strategy Options 

3. Performance Measures: Neighborhood Health and Safety 

Garet walked through the documents, beginning with an overview of the six key takeaways 
from the research document (see Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 10 presentation 
[slides 17-25] and meeting recording [video; 14:00]).  

Chris highlighted the policy and strategy options that would be discussed in the breakout 
rooms (see Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 10 presentation [slides 26-30] and 
meeting recording [video; 19:54]).  

Garet discussed the performance measures related to neighborhood health and safety (see Equity 
and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 10 presentation [slides 31-36] and meeting recording [video; 
21:40]). He reviewed the NEPA tree and noted the performance measures help identify impacts, 
benefits, and burdens. Garet also noted that the goals, objectives, and performance measures 
will help identify where investments and mitigation will be committed. Garet briefly described 

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Documents/EMAC_Meeting_10_PPT_remediated.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=X6XSd0IhmHg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Documents/EMAC_Meeting_10_PPT_remediated.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=X6XSd0IhmHg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Documents/EMAC_Meeting_10_PPT_remediated.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Documents/EMAC_Meeting_10_PPT_remediated.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=X6XSd0IhmHg&feature=youtu.be
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what the project team is learning about current diversion on I-205 and noted the project team 
has prepared social resources maps for the areas that may see the greatest potential for vehicle 
rerouting.  

As part of the breakout room discussion, the project team is asking for EMAC input on the 
maps to add categories that might be missing and discuss how to prioritize for equity within 
certain categories. Garet then asked Bill Baumann and Abe Moland, NEPA Scuba Team 
members (EMAC sub team focused on performance measures), to discuss their comments on 
the social resources maps and provide an overview of the Scuba Team meeting held on June 11, 
2021.    

EMAC’S NEPA SCUBA TEAM REPORT OUT 
Bill spoke about the specific needs and challenges associated with dialysis centers. He provided 
an overview of what a journey to a dialysis center looks like and how this could be impacted by 
tolls. Bill noted that dialysis is typically required three times per week and treatments last 
approximately four hours. The closest dialysis clinic is not always the one the patient has to 
travel to, which could result in a patient spending 20 hours per week traveling and receiving 
treatment for dialysis. Bill provided additional details related to patients who use paratransit or 
other community transportation programs/services and the impacts of delays. Bill concluded by 
stating that the Scuba team discussed including additional neighborhood health centers on the 
social resources maps, such as family practice medical clinics, behavioral health and mental 
health clinics, local pharmacies, chiropractors, and dentists.  

Abe added that EMAC’s NEPA Scuba team discussed other social conditions that influence 
health, such as food pantries and other food distribution points, and care navigators or care 
coordinators, which are locations where people seek out information to be connected to 
services. Abe also noted that team discussed the need to include affordable housing (existing 
and planned) on the maps, and green spaces. Abe concluded by adding that the team discussed 
the need to gather community feedback to further identify what is important to the 
communities that could be impacted by tolling.  

NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY WORKSHOP 
Chris explained how the breakout rooms would function and went over the three questions that 
would be discussed during the breakout rooms:  

1. What is your reaction to the key takeaways in the research document? 

2. Based on your understanding of your community and the research, are these the policy 
or strategy options that should be advanced by EMAC for further consideration? How 
can they be strengthened? What's missing? 
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3. Building upon the feedback from the NEPA Scuba team on the social resource maps, 
what is ODOT missing? Beyond putting these social resources on a map, how can we 
deepen our understanding of the community and the impact of tolling? 

The committee entered breakout room discussions for 45 minutes.  

BREAKOUT ROOM REPORT OUT 
During the breakout rooms, comments were recorded on a jamboard (digital whiteboard). 
Following the breakout room discussion, members and staff were brought back together and a 
brief report out was provided by someone from each breakout room. The report out is captured 
below and jamboard notes are included at the end of this summary. 

Breakout Group 1 
Breakout group 1 was facilitated by Hannah Williams project team. Michael Espinoza provided 
the group report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question. 

What is your reaction to the key takeaways and research document? 
• The group noted that it is important to not just move congestion around and therefore, 

would like to understand how tolling impacts vehicle miles traveled around highways 
and through neighborhoods, and specifically how tolling impacts single occupancy 
vehicles. 

• The group had a robust discussion around how far the diversion radius will go and the 
geographic area where investments could be made. The group expressed a strong desire 
that investments not be limited to the right of way of the highway and should consider 
the connected system, including neighborhoods.   

• The group suggested using Metro’s definition for a travel corridor as an example. 

Based on your understanding of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that 
should be advanced by EMAC for further consideration? How can they be strengthened? What's missing? 

• What amount of diversion is acceptable and who/which agency sets those amounts? 
Recognizing that some diversion is already happening and being modeled. The group 
wants to discuss diversion modeling more and put it into regular vocabulary with a 
people-centered focus – what does it really mean if there are more vehicles going down 
a particular street.  

• The group discussed small businesses and how changes to the transportation system 
could affect economic opportunities – if new routes become popular for walking and 
biking, could the increased foot traffic benefit small businesses or provide other 
opportunities?   

• Small businesses are vital for local economies and local employment. Money that is 
spent at a local store often circulates in the local economy longer than if it is spent at a 
larger national chain.  
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Building upon the feedback from the NEPA Scuba team on the social resource maps, what is ODOT missing? 
Beyond putting these social resources on a map, how can we deepen our understanding of the community and 
the impact of tolling? 

• Access to different social services is important. 
• Pharmacies should be included. 
• Are these accessible by walking or transit? Is it safe and enjoyable? Thinking about 

access beyond driving. 
• Thinking about access to jobs and making sure we honor that access to jobs is an 

important factor in how we should be thinking about tolling overall. 

Breakout Group 2 
Breakout group 2 was facilitated by Nicole McDermott, project team. Abe Moland provided the 
group report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question. 

What is your reaction to the key takeaways and research document? 
• The group discussed the gap in mental health and how transportation systems either 

promote or negate social exclusion and isolation, recognizing the stress that can be 
created by sitting in congestion or by having to navigate congestion. Translating this 
into trauma informed practices and how the team can create a toll system that promotes 
mental health, empowerment, and safety for travelers.  

• One of the case studies noted that the toll system didn’t cause an increase in traffic 
volume and had a net status-quo on the traffic safety outcomes. How can the system be 
created to reduce emissions and improve safety? 

Based on your understanding of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that 
should be advanced by EMAC for further consideration? How can they be strengthened? What's missing? 

• Make sure that exemptions are made for low-income drivers in the neighborhood area. 
• Include non-profit medical and other social needs trips in the policy or strategy options. 
• The group discussed how the community knows best and the importance of leaving 

space for community voice when it comes to designing programs that promote health. 
Leaning on community input for developing health related strategies either in the I-205 
corridor or regional corridor overall and incorporating the voices of those most 
impacted.  

• The group discussed opportunities to connect multimodal options, health and safety, 
and affordability where there is a lot of overlap between these categories.  

• Need more specificity in air quality monitoring and identifying more opportunities to 
reduce climate change drivers. 

Building upon the feedback from the NEPA Scuba team on the social resource maps, what is ODOT missing? 
Beyond putting these social resources on a map, how can we deepen our understanding of the community and 
the impact of tolling? 

• Affordable housing, specifically affordable housing for families 
• Healthy food sources 
• Pharmacies 
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• Other sources of air emissions in mapping that might contribute to or exacerbate air 
quality impacts 

• Conversation about job access across all modes 

Breakout Group 3 
Breakout group 3 was facilitated by Anne Pressentin, project team. Anne provided the group 
report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question.  

What is your reaction to the key takeaways and research document? 
• The group noted it is important to take a holistic view, and this led to a discussion about 

the need to have a health impact assessment process where the team is engaging with 
the community to understand the community’s perspective on health impacts. 

Based on your understanding of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that 
should be advanced by EMAC for further consideration? How can they be strengthened? What's missing? 

• The group noted that they liked the ideas presented and wanted to see the policies and 
strategies explored more.  

• Need to include volunteer drivers that drive to health appointments or meals on wheels 
in the policy related to toll exemptions. 

• Will small commercial trucks have an incentive to not divert? How do you prevent this 
diversion?  

Building upon the feedback from the NEPA Scuba team on the social resource maps, what is ODOT missing? 
Beyond putting these social resources on a map, how can we deepen our understanding of the community and 
the impact of tolling? 

• How do we understand effects to the communities? 
• The group suggested in-depth interviews and going where people are. 
• Think about different personas and how people are impacted. 
• Use different resources and tools to communicate, not just the maps. 

Breakout Group – Public 
Garet facilitated a public breakout room, which included seven members of the public. Garet 
led the group through the same questions considered by the committee members. Garet noted 
that many of the same themes were discussed in the public breakout room. Garet highlighted 
the following key comments/questions: 

• How is the corridor defined? 
• How are diversion impacts defined? 
• How are impacts to areas not on the social resources maps considered? 
• Consider small business impacts and access to jobs. 
• Consider neighborhood air quality. 
• Low-income exemption considerations. 

In support of the comments and discussion in the public breakout room, the following links 
were provided by a member of the public after the meeting.  
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• Clackamas County’s Drive to Zero Safety Action Plan 
• https://bikeportland.org/2016/02/08/recent-psu-study-shows-why-174440 
• https://bikeportland.org/2014/07/23/psu-breathing-research-109110 

NEXT STEPS 
Garet reviewed next steps for the committee: 

• At the next EMAC meeting on July 28, 2021, the committee will continue this 
conversation to refine the preferred neighborhood health and safety policy and strategy 
options.  

• The project team will discuss revisions to the performance measures based on EMAC 
feedback and will reach out to the Scuba team regarding their next meeting. 

• ODOT is also looking for EMAC’s feedback on the outreach plan for community-based 
organizations. 

Garet reminded members to fill out the meeting evaluations to help identify areas for 
improvement.  

Chris thanked the committee members for their time and input and the members from the 
public who joined and adjourned the meeting. 

Note: This document is only a summary of issues and actions from this meeting. It is not intended to be a 
transcript of the meeting, but rather an overview of points raised and responses from the Project Team. 
We have posted a full recording of the meeting on the committee webpage.  

The information in this document, and the public and agency input received, may be adopted or 
incorporated by reference into a future environmental review process to meet the requirements of the 
National Environmental Policy Act. 

Please note that committee member and public comments during meetings are part of the public record 
and open to public records requests through the Oregon Public Records and Meetings Law.  

https://www.clackamas.us/transportation/tsap.html
https://bikeportland.org/2016/02/08/recent-psu-study-shows-why-174440
https://bikeportland.org/2014/07/23/psu-breathing-research-109110
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/tolling/Pages/Advisory-Committee.aspx
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Si desea obtener información sobre este proyecto traducida al español, sírvase llamar al  
503-731- 4128.  

Nếu quý vị muốn thông tin về dự án này được dịch sang tiếng Việt, xin gọi 503-731-4128.  

Если вы хотите чтобы информация об этом проекте была переведена на русский язык, 
пожалуйста, звоните по телефону 503-731-4128.  

如果您想瞭解這個項目，我們有提供繁體中文翻譯，請致電：503-731-4128。  

如果您想了解这个项目，我们有提供简体中文翻译，请致电：503-731-4128。  

For Americans with Disabilities Act or Civil Rights Title VI accommodations, translation / 
interpretation services, or more information call 503-731-4128, TTY (800) 735-2900 or Oregon 
Relay Service 7-1-1. 
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MEETING EVALUATION RESULTS 
Six committee members completed the meeting evaluation. Results are outlined below.   

Question Strongly 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree Skipped 

1. The meeting met my expectations 
for equitable involvement and 
treatment of committee 
members, consistent with the 
guiding principles in the 
Committee Charter. 

4 2 0 0 0 

2. The presentation and speakers 
were engaging and encouraged 
dialog.  

5 1 0 0 0 

3. I clearly understood the meeting 
objectives and knew what we 
were trying to accomplish. 

3 3 0 0 0 

4. The communications and 
materials sent in advance of the 
meeting were relevant, advanced 
my learning, and contributed to 
my ability to meaningfully 
participate. 

4 2 0 0 0 

5. I had the opportunity to speak, be 
heard, and contribute to 
decisions under consideration. 

6 0 0 0 0 

Open-Ended Questions 

Question 6: Were there any aspects of today’s meeting that you particularly liked or disliked? (2 answered, 4 
skipped) 

• Prompts 
• No 

Question 7: What topics or issues do we need to address or revisit in future meetings? (2 answered, 4 skipped) 
• Are the ways we are recommending to spend monies out of scope? Do they align with 

the toll projects budget priorities? 
• How to bring more community input 
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JAMBOARD NOTES – EMAC 
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JAMBOARD NOTES – PUBLIC 
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WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENT 
Community members submitted the following public comments to the committee via email 
prior to Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #10.  

Date received 5/27/2021 
Source Project inbox 
From Mary Jane Mathews 

Subject: Committee Public Comment 

To whom it may concern: 
Toll Roads are a hardship for anyone that is low income. We have a way now to get fees---
registration fees. We don't need another costly way to pay for Roads that we all use. It is too 
hard to find away to pay every time you want to use a road. Please stop this idea. Mary Jane 
Mathews Dallas, Oregon 
 
 
Date received 5/27/2021 
Source Project inbox 
From Richard Leonetti 

Subject: Public Comments to the Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee 

Thank you for allowing Paul Edgar of Oregon City to offer Public Comment 
at the last 05/26/2021 Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee (EMAC) 
meeting.  There is a need for this Equity and Mobility Committee to 
fully understand the totality of the negative consequences and the "Lack 
of Equity" that will result from Tolling the I-205 Corridor and the 
I-205 Abernathy Bridge, what is in effect the singular way to cross the 
Willamette River for approximately 50 Miles, south of the Sellwood 
Bridge in Portland. 
 
Following my comments where I spoke to the diversion effect and what it 
will create and in doing so, have the negative consequences of 
quadrupling the trips (incidents of travel) on the old and limited 
capacity Oregon City - West Linn Bridge, Willamette Falls Drive, State 
Hwy 43 and State Hwy 99E.  Garet Prior spoke up and commented that the 
envisioning committee had studied the Tolling Options and had chosen 
options 3 and 4 and we too had reviewed those options and came to the 
conclusion that they do not lesson the extreme negative effects and the 
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massive diversion will be created. 
 
The results from Tolling the I-205 Corridor and its Abernathy Bridge in 
this section of the corridor between the Stafford I-205 Interchange and 
the I-205 Abernathy Bridge will ripple everywhere.  There is NO Equity 
in the negative effects it will have on to all of these back roads, low 
level arterials and State Highways and bridges which are to the most 
part are not equipped or capable with the necessary infrastructure or 
facilities to safely handle the diversion effect of quadrupling of 
incidents of travel across them. 
 
What is the "Equity" of creating conditions that makes our roads, 
arterials, highways and bridges less safe when there is less than 
adequate infrastructure in existence with what exist in their designs to 
address virtually any massive diversion that will flood on to them in an 
uncontrollable manners. 
 
Knowledgeable transportation experts and multiple other sources can 
easily see that this very narrow Historic Oregon City - West Linn Bridge 
is just one of multiple examples, where it is easy to see the 
quadrupling of incidents of travel both ways, which cannot be 
addressed.  This will devastate the Historic Downtown Section of Oregon 
City and kill the viability of businesses.  This will also have a 
rippling effect to City's like Canby and their critical need of having a 
free flowing State Highway 99E as it is a Strategic Urban Freight Route, 
critical to Truck Freight Movement in and through Oregon City. 
 
State Highway 99E or as we call it "McLoughlin Blvd". has a intersection 
where Oregon City's Main Street has this stop light that is critical for 
pedestrians to get across to the Grand Ronde, Native owned lands and 
vehicles to enter on State Highway 99E, that represents maybe 80% of all 
vehicles that cross west to east on the Old Oregon City - West Linn Bridge. 
 
This one intersection of Oregon City's Main Street and State Hwy 99E is 
right before a underpass or tunnel that takes north/south vehicle 
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traffic under the Union Pacific Main Line Rail Road Tracks that are part 
of the constraining options that include High Cliffs and Willamette 
River.  This Grand Ronde Native Development is also an attraction in 
process of becoming a major tourist destination with a "Willamette Falls 
River Walk" that will have the effects, estimated to be like in numbers 
of those visiting Multnomah Falls in the Columbia River Gorge. 
 
The Grand Ronde Native Corporation have recently released their new 
vision statement and planning document for the re-development of their 
property "Paper Mill Site".  The Tolling the I-205 Corridor and the 
inadvertent diversion that will result in creating this massive traffic 
diversion that will lock-up the Free Flow of Traffic in and out of 
Oregon City in doing so will restrict their ability and far to many 
others to realize their dreams and achieve a Return on Investment, and 
that is untenable. 
 
I would not be surprised that this I-205 Corridor Tolling would be 
challenged in the courts.  There is a ruling from the US Supreme Court 
from Pennsylvania - Court Case on Tolling and in their is writing on 
restricted access and in that case, there were other options and the 
Court inferred that they could have ruled against the Tolling Authority, 
had there been no options like what we have here with the Willamette 
River and ruled the other way. There is NO Equity and virtually no other 
choices for people and businesses can take and that creates conditions 
that should not happen and have NO justification. 
 
Paul Edgar, Oregon City 
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Date received 6/18/2021 
Source Project inbox 
From Dennis Gleason 

Subject: Toll plan – Rideshare and Disables 
 
Looking at the plan for the I 5 and I205 freeway Tolls in Portland Metro area‘s, just curious to 
how it plans to manage rideshare businesses such as Uber and Lyft where these small business 
owners barely turn a profit today due to the cost of taxes insurance gas maintained and fees 
collected by the company to operate, would make it even more difficult to survive. As a former 
Lyft/Uber driver that only realized about 25% actual net profit from driving, I know that most 
drivers would see a significant reduction. 
 
Is there any consideration for individuals that are disabled, veterans or driving for a nonprofit 
group such as a church or other nonprofit agencies as those individuals that are disabled and 
nonprofits would be more economically impacted. I recently became disabled and have a 
disabled parking permit and have had considerable medical expenses and reduced income. I 
know that even the small activities such as picking up and dropping off my mentee that utilizes 
both I5 and I205 to get to his house and going to doctor appointments and physical therapy that 
I also utilize both freeways would make currently a very financially difficult situation much 
worse. 
 
With automatic tolling that something like this probably could be relatively easily adjusted for 
simply requiring individuals provide proof of disability such as a valid disabled parking permit 
and or veteran status, even the license plate registration would be able to tie into confirming 
disabled and veteran statuses and when the account is created if it is under and paid for by 
nonprofit agency or other type of organization could be considered potentially exempt. 
 
Although I doubt anyone really wants to pay tolls, my charitable and community work will 
have to scaled back simply because I can’t afford on top of all of the rest of the expenses to 
volunteer or even go to the store because I can only go during times that my caregiver is 
available to take me. 
 
Perhaps I did not read enough but I did not see how much the toll is going to be but even a 
dollar each direction would still end up costing me another $40-$60 a month not right now I 
can’t afford which means I will have to scale back something and in my disabled situation I 
can’t do much as it is. 
 
If all of this is actually been considered and accommodated and I simply didn’t read far enough 
into it please provide me the links and fee exceptions and costs. 
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otherwise please bring this to the committee for consideration as it is sure to make a significant 
financial impact for those of us that really can’t afford to do much as it is and will have to do 
even less after a toll’s in place or take even more time to get around using surface streets. In my 
situation every minute that I’m on the road hurts because most of the surface streets are in need 
of repair like Foster Road between 122 and I205 it’s so bad I have to drive on the shoulder to 
avoid the considerable potholes since I live off foster I don’t really have a reasonable choice to 
get to the freeway as one is way out of the way and the other has speed bumps that is even 
more difficult to drive on. 
 
Thanks for listening and pray that decisions are made in the best interest of the economically 
strapped citizens. 
Dennis Gleason 
503-708-3487 
Oregon Parks Forever Board 
 
 
Date received 6/18/2021 
Source Project inbox 
From Mary Jane Mathews 

Subject: Committee Public Comment 

To who it may concern: 
We do not need another costly way to get monies for Roads. We have a way now--Reg fees. 
Please stop this project. Thank you for listening. 
Mary Jane Mathews Dallas, Oregon 
 
 
Date received 6/20/2021 
Source Project inbox 
From Sue Kalt 

Subject: Committee Public Comment 

Please explain how it is equitable to FINANCIALLY PUNISH workers by tolling? You are 
FINANCIALLY PUNISHING those who have more than one part-time job and need to be 
across town in an expedient manner. Sorry but your idea of mass transit is anything but 
expedient. Anytime I go into downtown Portland via the HORRIBLE Max/bus system, I cannot 
plan anything else on that day, no errands and no other job commitments. Parking in 
downtown is prohibitive so I can't afford to go there, but there are times I need to do research 
and need to go downtown, which means taking that TERRRIBLE Max. It takes me 15-18 
minutes to WALK to the nearest Max stop. It takes 1 hour to get to downtown which, if I were 
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to take my car, would only be 15-30 minutes depending on time of day. Unfortunately it takes 
over an hour to find parking in downtown and when one does find parking, it is only for a two 
hour time slot. Since I do research, that does not give me time to do research, so I have to stop, 
trot to my car, and spend another 30 minutes looking for another parking spot. That is why I 
avoid downtown as much as possible, it is an unwelcoming place. 
 
Tolling roads is criminal. Yes, criminal. Your department mismanages funds and your only 
solution is to TOLL roads? I would be for it if I knew the money would be spent wisely and if 
your department would provide a thorough audit of how our money has been spent the last 
two years. Where every penny is accounted for. That's what we do with our home budgets. At a 
time when we are all trying to get back on our feet you have the gall to ask citizens to pay for 
using the roads? You should be paying us to go back to work, to go shopping to travel. Not put 
a toll on roads. So easy to dip into the taxpayer's pocket for poorly run departments that waste 
money on boondoggle projects.. 
 
This will impact the pocket book of those who can't afford the toll. You keep saying you will 
have provisions for those in the low-income range. Really? Those of us with an annual gross 
income of $50,000 or less need the provision. We don't live on gross, we live on net. Those of us 
who are working three or four part-time jobs just to get t$40,000 per year are having a really 
hard time. We want to work, we are doing whatever we can to go to work, but you are going to 
penalize that effort. I would be better off if I quit all my jobs and sat on welfare. 
 
This is not a fair system. It will punish those of us who can afford it the least. Just because other 
turkeys are doing it, does not mean we need to do that. Why not show those turkeys that you 
can run an efficient and robust system without having to enact tolls, and raising gas taxes. Oh 
wait, that would take creative problem solving, out-of-the-box thinking. It is just too easy to 
enact tolls, raise taxes and come up with new fees. 
 
Do away with road tolling --- it is not a good idea. It is your way of showing the citizens that 
you totally do not respect them.. Trucking companies will raise their fees, stores will raise prices 
to compensate for that extra toll. INFLATION. 
 
And if you don't think this will result in higher prices at the grocery store on our necessities and 
services, I want to know what you are smoking. 
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